
Five-Step
Value System
OUR PROVEN APPROACH TO FINANCIAL FULFILLMENT



Financial freedom isn't some buzz word, it's a state of independence we should all strive 
to achieve. And once achieved, many clients realize they need extra help keeping things 
together and reaching the next level -- financial fulfillment.

As wealth accumultion increases, money problems become more complex. Taking the time 
to define your future goals and understanding how to avoid common mistakes made by 
others is a great place to start.

Through on-going relationships, we're familiar with our clients' motivations and it's our 
responsibility to optimize and preserve their wealth to make those goals achievable.

Assessing and managing your investments can be a hassle when done yourself, so we 
like to take a collaborative approach so you can feel more organized, less worried, and still 
have the free time to live your life.

Our goal is to provide clients with peace of mind 
through sound, disciplined decision-making.

"If you don't know 

where you're going 

any road will take 

you there.

Why 
Choose Us
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DISCOVER  VIDEO CALL

We'll review your goals, explore what personal problems getting help managing 
your money will solve, and define what greater purpose will leave you feeling 
fulfilled. Based on what you tell us, we'll make suggestions for moving forward 
and explain details on our investing approach.

CREATE VIDEO CALL

We'll create an investment plan and make wealth management suggestions that 
align with your goals. Our strategy and suggestions are specifically tailored to 
your situation based on your Discover session.

 
COMMIT IN-PERSON MEETING

After having time to review the investment plan and wealth management 
suggestions, we will mutually agree to work together. We dedicate time and 
energy to setting up a system to make your financial life easier and we want 
partners who are just as dedicated as we are to getting results.

ACT VIDEO CALL

We help you setup and activate the investment plan and wealth management 
suggestions agreed to, collaborating with your existing team of professional or 
our trusted professional network if necessary.

 
REVIEW VIDEO CALL

We review and analyze your progress. Building up to your ideal lifestyle takes 
flexibility and persistence. We'll continue to monitor your plan and make 
adjustments as things change.

Our
System
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What documents
do I need to bring 
to the Discover 
meeting?

Why All This Info?
This may seem like information overload, but it 
has a purpose.

It'll give us a peek into the state of your 
financial life. It'll also allows us to have an open 
conversation about money that can shed light 
on what you're doing right and what can be 
improved.

We'll do all the work but we need your help 
to do it well. Please have the documents 
ready on your laptop/computer to screenshare 
during the meeting.

Financial Statements
Recent statements for your IRA(s) and 401(k)s, assorted 

funds and other types of investment accounts

Insurance
Information on life insurance coverage

and any wills and trusts

Business Interests
Information on equity compensation

and company stock options

Other Concerns
Anything else you feel is important to your situation such 

as real estate, tax, debt or credit information.



We go above and beyond for 
our selected clients because 
they deserve the best.

RR Gordon Advisors ("RRGA") is a registered investment advisory firm based in Stuart, FL. This communication is strictly intended for individuals residing in Florida and subsequent jurisdic-

tions RRGA is registered to conduct business. Securities offered through Interactive Brokers, LLC® regulated by the US Securities and Exchange Commission and the Commodity Futures 

Trading Commission. The information contained herein is being provided for information and discussion purposes only and is not, and shall not be construed as a specific offer, solicitation 

or a recommendation by RRGA to buy or sell any investment product or service, and is not intended to represent the terms and conditions of any product or service. Investors should consult 

with a financial, legal, and/or accounting professional before making any investment decisions.

Questions?

ADDRESS

RR Gordon Advisors
1320 SE Federal Hwy #102
Stuart, FL 34994
United States

PHONE & EMAIL

+ 1 772 291 2137
contact@rrgordonadvisors.com

ONLINE

www.rrgordonadvisors.com

LET'S START A CONVERSATION.


